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WASHBASINS
Our washbasins combine the qualities of high-tech material with a refined design and 
a wide range of customisation possibilities. Solid Surface offers a silky matt finish, with 

plain white being its most essential version. All washbasin models are customisable 
in colours from the RAL Classic palette, and some designs also come in a range of 
textures. Timeless style, quality and functionality combine to create elegant pieces 

that adapt to any project. 



Custom countertop with built-in LBA10R100 basin and B16 bathtub in white and C-LP32 basin taps and C-BE28 
bathtub taps in gloss black.



SOLID SURFACE, AN 
INNOVATIVE MATERIAL

Solid Surface is a material that is both hard and soft, as it is composed of a 
mixture of aluminium trihydrate (ATH) and high-strength polymers, offering 
a solid surface of the highest quality. It is 100% recyclable with outstanding 

technical and aesthetic performance. Its manufacture combines high 
technology with a handcrafted finish, resulting in designs with refined lines 

(organic or geometric) and a satin touch’s sensuality.

LBA15R50 basin in white and O-BP22 taps and O-SIPHON siphon in matt black.



VERSATILE FITTING
We have a wide variety of washbasin models with different fitting options, 

depending on the features of each project – whether on the countertop (or 
cabinet), wall-mounted, under-counter, semi-recessed or free-standing, or 

on surfaces that integrate the washbasin.

LBA20R42 basin and white B18 bathtub, O-LP22 basin faucet, O-SIPHON siphon and O-BE28 bathtub faucet.



LBA24R120 basin and B20 bathtub in mat white, O-BE22 faucet,  O-SIFÓN siphon, D-C300 shower head, D-ST30 
shower head support and O-M1LBMP control in brushed copper finish.



The wall-mounted installation allows 
the suspended placement of the 
washbasin, leaving the base free.

This type of installation involves 
placing a furniture or countertop 
that serves as a support base for 

the washbasin.

Our washbasins offer various installation options, depending on the chosen 
model and desired spatial composition.

It consists of recessing the 
washbasin under the countertop or 
concealing it into a custom-made 

countertop of the same 
material (Solid Surface).

TYPES OF INSTALLATION

Wall-mounted Countertop Undermount

LAB25R120T basin with O-LE23 faucet and O-SIFÓN siphon in matt black.



CUSTOMISED SETUP
Although white is the essential shade for Solid Surface, the washbasins can 

also be made in any colour from the RAL Classic palette, maintaining the 
same matt appearance and silky touch. Some models also include a range 
of stone-textured finishes that add character to the pieces. Different types 
of taps can be chosen depending on the selected model (wall-mounted, 

countertop or freestanding).



MODELS AND FINISHES
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FREE-STANDING
Manufactured in a technologically advanced and silky touch material 

such as Solid Surface, these freestanding washbasins off er a timeless and 
ergonomic design with endless customisation options to create bathroom 

spaces with a character of their own.

Lavabo autoportante LAC8 en blanco mate y grifo de sobre-encimera A-LE22 en cromo.Lavabo autoportante LAC8 en blanco mate y grifo de sobre-encimera A-LE22 en cromo.LBA22R55 basin in RAL Classic 6004 finish, O-A100 faucet and towel rail 14705302460 in mat black. 
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LAC1 LAC2 LAC3 LAC4 LAC5

LAC7 LAC8 LB21R50 LB22R55

LAC8 freestanding basin in matt white and A-LE22 countertop faucet in chrome.
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